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Brilliant ideas that 
families love!
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Neoprene UltrabibsTM Award-winning
Our multi-award winning UltrabibsTM are made of high 
quality neoprene for excellent comfort, waterproof 
protection, easy cleaning and long lasting durability. 
Children love them as they are soft feel, stretchy and 
have a unique, springy, flip-out, crumb-catcher pocket. 
Ideal for feeding and weaning.

Size: 33cm x 20cm (open)

Waterproof

Durable

Attractive print designs

Soft, stretchy and
comfortable neoprene

Flip-out pocket

Easy clean

Neoprene range
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Unicorns and Hot Pink
BBEW-2-P13

Unicorns
BBEW-2-027

Cars
BBEW-2-014

Hippos
BBEW-2-021

Foxes
BBEW-2-016

Flamingos
BBEW-2-023

Dinosaurs
BBEW-2-010

Tropical Fish
BBEW-2-025

Elephants
BBEW-2-018

Forest Green Owls
BBEW-2-029

Safari
BBEW-2-012

Cars (+Tractors) and Denim Blue
BBEW-2-P7

Hippos and Light Pink
BBEW-2-P6

Foxes and Steel Blue
BBEW-2-P8

Flamingos and Turquoise
BBEW-2-P10

Dinosaurs and Warm Grey
BBEW-2-P5

Tropical Fish and Turquoise
BBEW-P12

Elephants and Cool Grey
BBEW-2-P9

Forest Green Owls and Green
BBEW-2-P14

Safari and Burnt Red
BBEW-2-P6
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Sleeved Neoprene Ultrabibs 
Our smart looking Sleeved UltrabibsTM have a soft, flexible and waterproof 
neoprene body with a springy, flip-out pocket to catch food and durable, 
waterproof fabric sleeves. This bib offers excellent protection and, with 
its well fitted Raglan sleeved shape, is perfect for feeding, weaning, and 
messy play!

Size: 76cm x 33cm

100% waterproof 
fabric sleeves

Neoprene body is soft, 
stretchy and waterproof

Large, flip-out, pelican 
style pocket

Fun character print 
 designs with  

on-trend colours
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Unicorns
BBWS-3-127

Tropical Fish
BBWS-3-125

Foxes
BBWS-3-116

Hippos
BBWS-3-121

Forest Green Owls
BBWS-3-129

Dinosaurs
BBWS-3-110

Flamingos
BBWS-3-123

Cars (+Tractors)
BBWS-3-114

Elephants
BBWS-3-118

Safari
BBWS-3-112
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Safari
BPL-32-004

Placemat with Pocket
Bibetta’s innovative Placemat with Pocket™ has 
lots of features to make mealtimes more fun! It 
has attractive character print designs to keep chil-
dren amused, a fold-out front pocket to catch any 
dropped food and it is made with thick neoprene 
so has a soft and friendly feel. It also has a non-slip 
rubber backing and folds up into its own pocket to 
trap any mess and for easy carrying. Ideal for use at 
home, cafes and restaurants.

Size: 56cm x 39cm (with pocket out)

Cars
BPL-32-002

Dinosaurs
BPL-32-003

Protects the table

Pocket to catch food

Fun character prints

Soft + friendly feel

Non-slip backing

Folds into its own pocket
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Neoprene Lunchbags  
Rectangular

Bibetta’s fun lunchbags look cool 
and help keep food and drinks 
cool too because they are made 
with thick insulating neoprene! 
The material feels wonderfully 
soft and friendly to touch and, 
being stretchy, it enables food 
containers to be fitted in more 
easily. Best of all our neoprene 
bags are machine washable so all 
food, crumbs and even squashed 
fruit can be washed out easily, 
greatly improving hygiene and 
durability compared to  
traditional lunchbags.

Product Size: 24cm x 18cm x 9cm

Naturally insulating

Machine washable

Smooth, seamless construction so  
all the food washes out easily

Soft and stretchy

Safe to immerse in water

The material is hygienic  
and durable





 







Flamingo
BLBR-60-023

Unicorn
BLBR-60-027

Dinosaur
BLBR-60-010

Car & Tractor
BLBR-60-014

Safari
BLBR-60-012(*)

Owls
BLBR-60-029(*)(*) Available on request

Tropical Fish
BLBR-60-025
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Neoprene Lunchbags
Curved
Cool, stylish and distinctive, our curved 
lunchbags really make a statement! 
The prints are bold, fun and designed 
to work perfectly with the soft curved 
shape. Made of thick stretchy neoprene 
these are great for carrying food and 
drinks or travel essential and personal 
items too.

Curved bag: 30cm x 19cm x 9cm

Rainbow
BLBC-61-002

Shark
BLBC-61-005(*)

Orange
BLBC-61-003

Football
BLBC-61-006(*)

(*) Available on request

Melon
BLBC-61-001

Doughnut
BLBC-61-004(*)

Naturally insulating

Machine washable

Smooth, seamless construction so all  
the food washes out easily

Soft and stretchy

Safe to immerse in water

The material is hygienic and durable

Opens fully out as a flat placemat





 











Wipeezee® Sleeved  
Weaning Bib
For extra messy eaters go for our 
Wipeezee® Sleeved Weaning Bib 
for excellent body, lap and arms 
protection. It’s also great for crafts 
and painting! After use simply wipe 
the mess off and it will be sparkly 
clean! Machine wash occasionally for 
optimum cleanliness.

Fruit-Grey: BZS-51-001

32
cm

27cm

Simply wipe clean!

1716 Wipeezee® range

Wipeezee® Weaning Bib
Bibetta’s exciting new Wipeezee® 
bibs can be wiped clean in seconds! 
Our unique material has a super-
smooth, easy-clean and waterproof 
surface on the front and a soft fabric 
back offering all-in-one protection, 
comfort and superb convenience. 
Plus they have large fold-out pockets, 
are lightweight, fast drying and are 
machine washable too!

Fruit-Grey: BZB-50-001

20
cm

22cm

Smooth, wipe-clean 
outer surface
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Wipeezee® XL  
Coverall Bib
Perfect for the weaning stage when 
children love to experiment with food, 
this wipe-clean, extra long coverall 
bib covers the child, their lap and the 
highchair table for maximum protection! 
The table cover fits most highchairs, has 
a unique back ‘pocket’ that hooks over 
the front for easy fitting and has elastic 
side straps to fasten it to the chair legs.

Fruit-Grey: BZC-52-001

Wipeezee® Splash Mat
Bibetta’s generously sized floor mat 
is designed to take the mess and 
spills of everyday family life! It’s fully 
waterproof, wipe-clean, non-slip and 
durable. With its matching, fun fruit 
pattern it adds a contemporary splash 
of colour to any home! Also ideal as a 
picnic mat and table cover.

Size: 130cm x 140cm 
Fruit-Grey: BZF-53-001

Wipeezee® range

64cm

67
cm

Smooth, wipe-clean 
outer surface

Wipe clean with a slip 
resistant underside
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Wipeezee bib
BZB-50-001

Wipeezee sleeved bib
BZS-51-001

Wipeezee XL Coverall bib
BZC-52-001

Wipeezee Splash Mat: BZF-53-001
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Dribble Bibs
Our stylish Dribble Bibs are made with two layers of fast absorbing, 
fast wicking and fast drying brushed polyester for excellent dribble 
catching performance! To keep baby’s clothes even drier they have a 
soft feel, high quality, waterproof backing. The bib has an innovative, 
pre-sewn, pleated neck design which gives a better fit and catches 
dribble in the scarf-style pleats. 

Size: 43cm x 20cm (open)

Stylish look

Fast absorbing fabric

Pleated design

Waterproof backing
Grey Stars

BDBM-24-011

Pink Stars
BDBM-24-007

Blue Stars
BDBM-24-009
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Newborn Plush Bib
Made with teddy-soft plush fabric, babies love the 
comforting, super-soft feel of Bibetta’s luxurious 
Newborn Plush Bib; the teddy icon is our marque  
of super-softness! It absorbs milk and dribble and  
has a waterproof barrier in the middle to protect 
from wetness.

Size:
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Design

Materials

Neoprene products

Dribble bibs

Plush 

About the process

We’re a creative family of experienced product designers and makers of 
beautiful clothing and so naturally build good design into all our products; 
it’s in the high performance fabrics, the fun and cool print designs, the well 
considered ergonomics and innovative features that make you smile. All 
products are designed by our team at Bibetta; we hope you enjoy the passion 
we put into our designs too!

Many of our products are made with neoprene, the same material as used for 
making wet suits. Neoprene has a fantastic, soft, stretchy and friendly feel 
and is 100% waterproof with a soft rubber layer in the middle.

The outside is covered in tough, stretchy nylon which is easy to clean, absorbs 
liquid and is quick drying. Neoprene keeps its shape well and lasts a long time 
giving you excellent value products!

Our Super Soft Dribble Bibs use advanced, lightweight fabrics throughout to 
offer class leading absorption, protection and comfort.

They are made with a unique, ultra-fine, micro-fibre fabric on the front which 
is faster absorbing, faster wicking and faster drying than cotton. On the back 
is a high quality, durable and waterproof fabric for excellent protection from 
wetness.

This material has a waterproof middle layer bonded inside between the two, 
soft plush layers to keep baby's skin and clothes dry.

All our products pass all relevant UK safety requirements and are BPA free, 
phthalate free, PVC free and AZO dye free.

Soft feel and waterproof

Folding Star Changing Mat
Let your baby stretch out on our luxurious,   
super-sized Star Changing Mat. Made of soft,  
padded neoprene it is the perfect material for a 
comforting and calm nappy change with its warm 
and friendly feel, and you can relax knowing it is 
waterproof and absorbent to catch any little spills. 
After use the mat and mesh accessory pouch fold up 
into a cool clutch style diaper bag with carry strap. 
The mat is machine washable at 30 °C for excellent 
convenience and hygiene.

Size: 70cm x 58cm

Folded size: 25cm x 20cm x 4cm
White + Grey
BBN-38-002

Black Flowers
BSCM-34-001

Cream + Taupe
BBN-38-001

Luxuriously 
soft feel

Absorbent

Waterproof

 





24cm x 17cm
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How it all happened

Design

Bibetta was born in 2004 when a love of surfing bumped into family life. 
Bibetta’s founder, Paul Brown, a product designer, dad and keen surfer, tried 
many different types of bibs on his baby daughter but soon realised that none 
were ideal; whereas his wetsuit material, neoprene, would provide the perfect 
solution. Neoprene is ideal as it is naturally waterproof, stretchy, has a soft, 
friendly feel, is almost stain-proof and is tough and durable; the perfect material 
for bibs!

Paul went on to design the UltraBib’s curvy ergonomic shape and created 
everyone’s favourite feature, the unique, springy, flip-out pocket that children 
love. Twelve months of daily machine-washing, tumble drying and testing in a 
local nursery proved the new bibs to be virtually indestructible and easy to  
clean too.

We’re a creative family of experienced product designers and makers of beautiful 
clothing and so naturally build good design into all our products; it’s in the 
high performance fabrics, the fun and cool print designs, the well considered 
ergonomics and innovative features that make you smile. All products are 
designed by our team at Bibetta; we hope you enjoy the passion we put into 
our designs too!

Bibetta is introducing new and unique designs all the time so look out for our 
other great solutions to everyday needs!
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About our products

Many of our products are made with neoprene, the same material as used for 
making wetsuits. Neoprene has a fantastic, soft, stretchy and friendly feel which 
children love. It has a soft rubber layer in the middle which is 100% waterproof 
and is covered in polyester knit which is strong, easy to clean, absorbs liquid and 
is quick drying. The sleeves are made with a lightweight, fully water- proof, bond-
ed fabric for best protection and comfort. Neoprene keeps its shape well and 
lasts a long time, giving you excellent value products!

Our Plush Bibs feel incredibly relaxing and comforting, like a cuddly teddy bear! 
The material is quick drying and has a waterproof middle layer bonded inside 
between the two, soft plush layers to keep baby’s skin and clothes protected  
and dry.

Our exclusive Wipeezee® material has been developed by Bibetta to offer parents 
the best in speedy cleaning and convenience so they can enjoy the time feeding 
their children! It has a smooth, wipe-clean, polyurethane top layer and a soft poly-
ester backing for comfort.

All our products pass all relevant UK safety requirements and are BPA free, PVC 
free, phthalate free and AZO dye free. The family company has grown successful-
ly year after year and now supplies major online shops, retailers and international 
distributors across the world.

We are delighted to have won many awards for our products year after year 
from leading industry specialists and, with many competitions being judged by 
top retail experts and real mums and dads, it’s great recognition for our constant 
attention to good design, real-world practicality and best quality.
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Neoprene section
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Designed in 
England

Website: www.bibetta.com
Tel: +44 (0)1223 840236

Email: enquiries@bibetta.com
Facebook/BibettaUK

Bibetta Limited, 10 Bishops Road, Trumpington, 
Cambridge, CB2 9NH, England


